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Chris Horvath (with
shovel) helping with
construction in Ecuador.
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As pastor of the First Church of Christ in Clinton, Chris Horvath cares not only for his local
congregation but also seeks opportunities to serve others in faraway places. Chris and a group
from his church regularly made mission trips to Ecuador to build and restore houses in a poor
barrio in the city of Guayaquil. Over the years, he assisted his host family and developed a
close bond with them. Later, they returned his kindness and helped save his life.
On his sixth trip to Ecuador in July of 2018, Chris began to feel sick — much sicker that he
had ever felt in his life. Severe stomach pains and a high fever racked his body. “I felt like
I was in a microwave oven,” he recalled. “Initially, I thought I had some kind of flu or
intestinal illness, but it became much more than that. So, I got on a plane.” With the help
of his host family, he got to the airport and boarded a flight to New York.
Dangerously Ill
Chris was so clearly ill that the plane’s pilot didn’t even want him aboard, fearing a medical
emergency stop. “I told him to put the $164,000 bill on my American Express card,” he joked.
At JFK, his wife Carol and son Seth were waiting to rush him to Yale New Haven Hospital,
where he remained for the next ten months.

Back from the Brink:

Bonds
that Heal

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Dear Friends,
These are challenging times for everyone, and it is my great hope
that this edition of Contributions finds you and your loved ones
safe and well.
In the midst of the current pandemic and ensuing healthcare,
societal, and personal crises that it creates, we continue to remain
fully on duty and stalwart in our care of patients. We are taking
every precaution to keep our patients and staff safe by following all
state and national protocols, and we have delayed the second half
of the renovation of Lyman to allow us to handle more patients.
Our inpatients currently cannot have any outside visitors, and our
staff is working very hard to provide additional emotional support
on top of the necessary caregiving and therapy. Many of our
outpatient services have been reduced, but we are also now using
telehealth as a way to continue to support our outpatients. Indeed,
necessity does help to inspire new efforts!
This edition of Contributions focuses on the stories of our
patients and the many circumstances that they have battled back
from. Helping patients fight against the odds is something we do
every day. Yet, this battle against COVID-19 feels very intense, and
it would be impossible to face this effort without our incredible,
dedicated staff and the support of you, our donors.
Thank you for checking in with us and for offering your support in
so many ways. This is a team effort that can only be fought and
won on multiple fronts. Your gifts of support are truly appreciated.

When we
honestly ask
ourselves which
person in our
lives means the
most to us, we
often find that
it is those who,
instead of giving
advice, solutions,
or cures, have
chosen rather to
share our pain
and touch our
wounds with a
warm and tender
hand.
Henri Nouwen

Be well,

Tara Knapp
VP of Development, Marketing and Public Relations
tknapp@gaylord.org
(203) 284-2838

ABOUT THIS ISSUE:

Contributions is produced
by the Development Office,
which can be reached at
(203) 284-2881 or
gaylorddevelopment@gaylord.org.
Articles in this issue were written
by Katherine L. Kraines,
Jeanna Lucci-Canapari,
Noungning Rogozinski, and
Joy Savulak.
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Learning to Trust: In

the Darkest Times

“I know how it feels to
be trapped in your body,
afraid that things might
not get better. But I am
here to tell others — it

can and will get better.”
Anthony Archer
Anthony Archer (left) standing tall
with Jarret Assael, RT, EMT-P, one
of his respiratory therapists.

Anthony Archer lay completely
paralyzed and dependent on a
ventilator in the Yale New Haven
Hospital ICU after being diagnosed
with Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) ten
days earlier. The medical team was now
trying to take him off the ventilator to
see if he could breathe on his own. But
they were unaware that his right lung
was collapsed and that there was fluid
in his lungs. As they began the process,
Anthony went into cardiopulmonary
arrest and had to be resuscitated. “I felt
like I was going down a wormhole at a
thousand miles an hour,” he recalled.
How It Started
The 35-year-old cross-country truck
driver had endured a frustrating route
to diagnosis. Waking up with double
vision on the morning of Friday, August
2, 2019, Anthony assumed that he
was overtired and went back to sleep
for the next 18 hours. He got up on
Saturday, feeling exhausted. “My throat
was starting to close, and I had trouble
swallowing. I was also getting short of
breath,” he said.
Over the weekend, Anthony grew so
fatigued that it took him 45 minutes to
dry off after a shower. “The air did more
than my towel,” he said. His mother was
leaving town on Monday and wanted to
take him to the doctor before she left,
but Anthony deferred saying it wasn’t
that serious.  

Back to the Walk-In
By the next day, Anthony felt so weak
that he couldn’t lift a coffee cup. His
sister took him to the walk-in clinic
But on Monday, with his symptoms
worsening, he asked his sister to take him again, where he saw the physician who
to a walk-in clinic. The physician couldn’t had previously evaluated him. “The
doctor said it seemed like a neurological
pinpoint anything and sent him home
problem and to go to the Yale New
with a prescription for steroids for his
throat. “I took one dose, and that was the Haven Hospital,” Anthony explained.
last time I could swallow,” Anthony said.
It was now August 7, almost a full week
since his symptoms had begun. At the
Local ER
Yale ER, Anthony had to lean heavily on
By Tuesday, August 6, he was having
his sister to get inside. His face was now
trouble walking, so his sister took him to
lifeless, and the left side was drooping,
a local emergency room. “I explained
leading physicians to think he was
my symptoms: double vision, inability
having a stroke. But that diagnosis was
to swallow, extreme weakness and
ruled out. “They put me in a patient
fatigue,” Anthony said. “I’d Googled
room, and I had a revolving door of
my symptoms the night before and
neurologists — sometimes three or four
mentioned that they seemed to match
at a time coming in to check my eyes
myasthenia gravis or multiple sclerosis,
and the reflexes in my arms and legs,”
but that information was dismissed.”
he said.
The ER physician prescribed IV steroids,
fluids, and a CT scan, which revealed
slight tonsillitis. “I asked if tonsillitis would
give me double vision and make me
feel so weak,” Anthony explained. “The
throat swabs for mono and strep were
negative. I was told the lab tests would
take a couple of days and sent home with
a prescription for a liquid antibiotic.”  
Once at home, Anthony attempted to
swallow a dose of the medication. “It
took me 90 minutes to get down 10
millimeters,” he said. “But I thought
it might take a couple of days for the
steroids and antibiotic to kick in. So, I
waited.”

Getting a Diagnosis
Blood tests followed as Anthony grew
increasingly short of breath. Finally,
he was admitted to the hospital on
August 8 and immediately intubated.
“They said if they had waited two or
three more hours to admit me or if I
had prolonged coming in, I would have
stopped breathing,” he said.
Anthony was finally diagnosed with
GBS, which usually begins in the legs
and causes paralysis as it works its way
up the body. But because his case
had started at his head and worked its
way down, it was more challenging to
diagnose.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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When Swallowing Isn’t Simple: The
Difficulty swallowing, known as
dysphagia, occurs when there is
a problem with the neural control
or the structures involved in any
part of the swallowing process.
The condition affects about one
in 25 adults in the United States.
Dysphagia impacts a patient’s
physical, social, and emotional
quality of life and can lead to
serious medical complications
such as aspiration pneumonia.
Diseases including Parkinson’s,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
and multiple sclerosis can cause
dysphagia, as can a stroke or
traumatic brain injury. “The ability
to swallow is important to the
quality of life, so improvement
offers many patients a huge
psychological boost,” said
Kris Provost, SLP, supervisor of
therapy services.
A New Tool
In August of 2019, Gaylord’s
speech and language
pathologists (SLPs) started using
the Synchrony
Interactive sEMG
Dysphagia
Treatment System
in the inpatient
and outpatient
programs. The
system is the world’s
first virtual reality

Darielle Cooper, MA, CCC/SLP, using
Synchrony with patient Stephen Decicco.
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Synchrony System

sEMG biofeedback system to help
patients visualize swallow activity.
Through the use of engaging exercise
visualizations, data dashboards, and
reporting tools, Synchrony gives
therapists the ability to help patients
learn new and unfamiliar swallow
behaviors.
The system receives and displays
feedback from a single electrode
that is placed on the muscles above
the hyoid bone, or “Adam’s apple,”
enabling the patient and therapist to
observe a swallow in real-time on a
screen. Patients are guided through
therapeutic exercises with a series
of interactive activities that address
dysfunction typically associated with
dysphagia.
Great Results
Kris said that having Synchrony
instantly made a significant difference
for patients and speech therapists.
“Now that we can see the swallow
phases and strength — which shows
up as a graph on the Synchrony
screen — we
are better able
to instruct
patients
about how to
improve,” Kris
explained.
“Also, patients
are more
motivated
because they
can correlate
what they feel
as they swallow
with what is
seen on the
screen —
they can make adjustments or work
muscles a little differently to see how
it affects their swallow.”
The system saves all of the patient’s
data, and therapists can pull
information from a previous session
and compare it to the current one.
“Synchrony is in almost constant use
between inpatient and outpatient

“The ability to
swallow is important
to the quality of life,
so improvement offers
many patients a huge

psychological boost.”
Kris Provost

Stephen Decicco, who is using Synchrony
after a stroke, demonstrates how the
electrodes are placed on the hyoid bones.

services. It’s portable and can be
taken to the bedside for use in a
patient room and then easily returned
for an outpatient treatment,” Kris said.
Synchrony also works in conjunction
with the Omnistim® FX2 Synchrony
Portable. This device addresses
muscle disuse atrophy often
associated with swallowing
dysfunction. The Omnistim uses
electrodes that are placed on four
locations on the face and neck to
provide gentle waves of electrical
stimulation to the facial nerves, which
enhances neuromuscular control
needed for normal swallow function.
“This treatment is also proving to be
very helpful to our patients,” said Kris.

A Trip of a Lifetime:

A Rare Disease

Sonia Bonsu was thrilled to embark
on a “lifetime-dream-of-a-trip” to Ghana
with her husband and sisters to visit her
parents’ newly built home in Ghana’s
capital city. But soon after arriving,
Sonia’s joy faded as overwhelming
fatigue and a mounting fever overtook
her. Little did Sonia, the Director of
Annual Giving at The Hotchkiss School
in Lakeville, know that her symptoms
were the first signs of a fast-moving
and rare autoimmune disease that
was wreaking damage on her nervous
system.
Evolving Symptoms
“I thought I was run down from
traveling. I went to bed and woke up to
use the bathroom but I couldn’t relieve
myself. My sister is an OBGYN. She said
I should go back to bed and try again
later. She woke me up an hour later, but
I could barely walk — my leg crumbled
beneath me. Again, I couldn’t go.”
On her third trip to the bathroom, the
43-year-old collapsed, both legs failing
her. Something, she knew, was terribly
wrong. Sonia’s family rushed her to a
medical clinic and later to a military
hospital — one of the best medical
facilities in the country. Medical staff
were perplexed by her symptoms,
unaware that she had developed acute
disseminated encephalomyelitis, or
ADEM, a disease similar to GuillainBarré syndrome that attacks the myelin
sheath covering nerve fibers in the brain
and spinal cord.
Sonia’s body was rapidly becoming
paralyzed from the bottom up: her arms,
which had been twitching uncontrollably,
ceased movement. Her face drooped,
her jaw locked, and her diaphragm
lurched violently. Mere hours after
arriving at the hospital, Sonia stopped
breathing. Efforts to intubate her were
complicated by her tightly locked jaw.
Doctors had no other choice than to
pry it open, causing damage that would
leave her in severe pain for months to
come. Sonia lay in the ICU for ten days,
paralyzed from head to toe, able to
move only her eyes and a few fingers.

Sonia Bonsu (center) using the ZeroG with Megan Chiaraluce, OTR/L (left) and
Erica Cutler, PT, DPT, NCS (right).

Return to the United States
Once stabilized, the New Milford
resident was flown back to the United
States and remained in the ICU of Yale
New Haven Hospital for a month. Her
husband began researching long-term
rehabilitation hospitals in preparation for
her discharge. “Gaylord came out on
top,” she recalled. “Not only were they
willing to admit me on the ventilator,
but having the family guest facilities
on campus for my parents was very
important. I never had to spend a night
alone and it made all the difference,”
Sonia explained, adding that she and
her family couldn’t be more thrilled with
the decision they made.
“When I first came to Gaylord, they
greeted me not like a patient, but as a
person who needed to get better. They
wasted no time in getting me off the
vent that day. In a few days, I was able
to talk for the first time in more than a
month,” she said. Within weeks, Sonia
was able to sit up in bed, move her
hands, and work on stretching her jaw,
a process she described as “immensely
painful.” “It’s such a small part of the
body,” she said, “but excruciating to
move. My speech therapist was so
patient, so gentle, so caring.”

“When I first came to
Gaylord, they greeted
me not like a patient,
but as a person
who needed to get
better.”

Sonia Bonsu

Camp Gaylord
“Everyone on my team played such an
important part in my recovery,” Sonia
added. “In occupational therapy, I
learned how to dress myself, put on my
shoes, brush my teeth — everyday little
things that we don’t think about until
we can’t do them anymore. In physical
therapy, they taught me that standing
precedes walking; they are two separate
activities. So instead of being upset that
I couldn’t walk, I focused all my efforts
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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Back from the Brink CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“You need to form
bonds of trust with
people. It’s within that
bond that healing can
take place.”
Chris Horvath

Chris Horvath with a son of the family he stayed
with in Ecuador (left photo) and with with some
team members and Ecuadorian friends (right
photo).

The diagnosis was necrotizing
pancreatitis, a life-threatening infection
that causes part of the pancreas to
die. Chris was told he had a one in ten
chance of surviving. But through those
months in the ICU, immobile and on a
feeding tube, he slowly beat the odds,
overcoming the illness.
The Road Back
The long months in bed had taken a
severe toll on his body and Chris was
seriously deconditioned. He could no
longer walk, talk, or eat. It was then that
he entered Gaylord as an inpatient.
“I really had to start from square one,”
he said. “I was very weak, and I didn’t
know what the future was going to
look like.” He was allowed to ease into
his first day, but, he and his wife Carol
recalled, the following day a schedule
was posted on his door. It was time for
the work of healing to begin. “They said,
‘do what you can, we’ll guide you,’”
Carol explained.

bit, back and forth. “All of a sudden, I
was walking,” he said. “She tricked me
into it!”
Throughout his career in the ministry,
Chris had visited numerous people in
need at hospitals and nursing homes.
While at Gaylord, he found that support
was returned to him in kind. “There
is a young lady from the church in a
wheelchair who goes to Gaylord once a
week,” he said. “I’ve given her support
over the years, and she came to visit me.
What goes around comes around!”
Reconnecting
That adage rang true again for Chris
one day when he and Carol found
themselves in an elevator at Gaylord,
on their way to the gym. A nurse with
a patient turned to Chris and asked if
he remembered her. The nurse was
Noungning Rogozinski, an RN on
Milne 2, who was known at Gaylord as
Noonie.

“Do what you can?” Chris said laughing.
“They would come into the room and
say, ‘Where have you been? You’re
late!’” From that day on, his days were
filled with activity and encouragement
from Gaylord’s therapy team. He
took classes that built his upper and
lower body strength, and used the
ZeroG® Gait and Balance System to
build balance, endurance, and selfconfidence. “The physical therapists see
where you are, and they see where you
can be,” Chris said.

Many years earlier, Noonie and her
family were Laotian refugees. They
had been living in a refugee camp in
Thailand for two and a half years when
Chris and his church brought them
to Connecticut. Noonie was about 6
years old when the church set up an
apartment for her and her parents, three
siblings, an uncle, and a grandmother,
and supported them for two years. A
nurse at Gaylord for more than twenty
years, she had providentially run into the
person who had helped transform her
life.

Support and Encouragement
One of his physical therapists, Jackie,
encouraged Chris to stand between two
parallel bars, and shift his weight a little

“I believe there is no such thing as
coincidence,” Chris said. “God is
moving through all the events of our
lives. It was a wonderful experience
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to meet her again.” It’s old and new
relationships that are the key to success
in life and at Gaylord, Chris explained.
“You need to form bonds of trust with
people, and it’s within those bonds that
healing can take place.”
New Perspectives
A year after his dramatic return from
Ecuador, Chris has returned to work
and to his congregation. He is well on
his path to healing and confident about
the future. His experience overcoming a
long and daunting illness has brought a
new perspective to his work.
“In a strange way, it’s a gift because
it helped me understand what other
people go through,” he said. “I feel like
I have more compassion and empathy.
Now I notice little things, and they really
aren’t so little. I notice how many people
in the congregation are walking around
with canes and walkers, and I don’t take
anything for granted. I am thankful for
every day.”

Chris Horvath in his role as pastor of the FIrst
Church of Christ in Clinton, Connecticut.

Full Circle: Finding

and Giving Purpose

By Noungning Rogozinski, RN
This is a story of faith, purpose, and a path coming full
circle. Before I became a nurse at Gaylord, I was born across
the world in Lao. I was 6 years old and living in a small hut in a
refugee camp in Thailand with my family of eight. I remember
my parents worrying if we would ever leave the refugee camp
and if there was going to be a future for us. We did not have
much. I recall being barefoot and running to the ration line to
claim food for my family.
A Warm Blanket
My parent’s prayers were answered when we got word that
our family had a sponsor. Pastor Horvath (from the cover story)
and his congregation sponsored my family to come to the
United States. The flight was long and I remember getting off
the plane with my family and seeing Pastor Horvath standing
there with a group from his congregation to greet us. It was so
cold and he reached out and wrapped a warm blanket around
me. We arrived in April and I thought how strange and scary
this place was. It was gray, cold, dark, there were no leaves
on the trees, and everyone spoke a language that I did not
understand.
Pastor Horvath and members of his congregation helped my family begin our new life. They
taught us English, found my father a job, and showed us everything about America. Most
importantly, they taught us about faith. I remember listening to Pastor Horvath’s sermons
every Sunday. One of the messages that stood out was that there is a purpose for all of us
in life no matter how hard things are, and even in our moments of deepest despair, there is
purpose. He taught me this.
Paths and Purpose
I did not think that I would ever have a chance to repay his kindness. Then, 40 years later,
I saw him at Gaylord. I recognized his name but not his face. It had been many years since
we last saw each other. But as we reconnected and spoke, I remembered his kind voice and
kind eyes from my childhood.
Pastor Horvath had gone through so much with his illness and at that moment he
questioned why this had happened to him. I told him that God has a purpose for all of us.
I think he needed reassurance and these words echoed the lessons he had taught me so
many years ago. At that moment, I was grateful
that I had an opportunity to repay him for his
kindness, to be the one wrapping the warm
blanket around him like he had done for me so
many years ago. Life had come full circle.

Noungning (Noonie) Rogozinski,
RN, on Milne 2 at Gaylord (top
photo) and as a little girl in
Thailand before coming to the
United States (bottom photo).

I believe that the lessons Pastor Horvath taught
me, and the opportunities his congregation
gave my family, led me on my path to become
a nurse. I now have the opportunity to care for
people, physically, emotionally, and spiritually. I
believe now, after having this experience, that
my path from the barefoot little girl living in a
refugee camp to a nurse at Gaylord Hospital is
my path and my purpose.
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Hit and Run: I

Knew My Life Had Changed

Neusa Uberti was returning to
Connecticut after visiting family in
Brazil when a truck collided with the car
she was in and sped away. The accident
happened just ten minutes from the
airport in Brazil. “I was conscious
the entire time,” Neusa said. “I saw
everything happening.” The violent
impact and flip of the car as it careened
down a ravine forced her from the back
seat to the front, pinning her between
the seats.
At the time of the accident, Neusa,
52, was a newlywed, starting a new life
with her husband, Chip Chamberlain,
in Avon, Connecticut. This was her first
trip traveling alone to Brazil, and she
had spent two happy weeks visiting
her mother, friends, and family in her
hometown of Concordia, in southern
Brazil, before leaving for the airport in
Chapecò.
Cut From the Wreck
When the accident happened, “I didn’t
feel any pain,” Neusa recalled. “I tried
to move, and I couldn’t. I couldn’t feel
my legs.” Her strong faith proved to
be crucial in that terrifying moment,
and, staying calm, she began to pray.
“I knew at that moment that my life
had changed,” she recalled. “I didn’t
cry. I didn’t feel desperate.” She was
the only person injured, and when the
emergency services arrived, they cut
her from the wreck and rushed her to
the hospital in Chapecò.
Chip and Neusa’s two grown daughters
traveled to Chapecò as soon as they
received the terrible news and rushed
to Neusa’s side. The family discovered
that the accident completely severed
Neusa’s spinal column near the base
of her neck. She no longer had feeling
from her chest down, but she did have
limited movement in her shoulders,
elbows, and wrists.
Home to the United States
Neusa underwent surgery at the
hospital in Chapecò and remained
there for a few weeks before she was
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Neusa Uberti in the standing frame at Gaylord with Sue Goldstein, PT.

stable enough to return to Hartford
for further treatment. Fortunately,
her cognition was not affected. “She
was able to deal mentally with it and
verbalize,” Chip said. Neusa had
additional surgery to stabilize her neck
at Saint Francis Hospital, and then was
sent to inpatient physical therapy.
Several weeks into physical therapy,
Chip and Neusa learned about Gaylord
and had a revelation. “If we had to go
back and do everything over again, we
probably would have gone to Gaylord
as quickly as possible,” Chip said.
“We realized that Gaylord specialized
in spinal cord injury, and from the
equipment to the staff, they really know
their stuff.” While it was too late for her
to transfer there for inpatient therapy,
they decided Neusa would start
outpatient therapy at Gaylord as soon
as possible.

Outpatient at Gaylord
Since beginning her therapy at Gaylord
about a year ago, the transformation
in Neusa has been profound. “I’ve
changed a lot this year. I feel stronger,”
she said. She is gaining control of her
upper body, and her flexibility and
range of motion are improving. Even
her breathing is better.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

“I was conscious
the entire time.
I saw everything
happening.”
Neusa Uberti

Hit and Run CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

With progress made in each therapy
session, Neusa’s goal of returning to
the activities of daily life is becoming
easier to visualize, and more
achievable. She is learning to feed
herself and use a phone and laptop,
and she uses a standing frame to help
her stand. “When I started, I couldn’t
stay in it ten minutes,” Neusa said. “But
at my last session, I was standing at 90
degrees, and I could finally exercise in
that position without feeling dizzy.”
Offering Hope
In addition to their work with Neusa in
the gym, Gaylord’s staff uses ingenious
and creative ways to increase her
independence. Rob, her occupational
therapist, fashioned a device to help
her use her phone. “Neusa needed
something to hit the keys on her
phone, and Rob was able to mold
something and put it on her wrist
splints,” said Chip. “At Gaylord, they
go above and beyond!”
The more Neusa achieves, the more
she believes she can accomplish. “I can
see more and more that I’ll be able to
go back to having some kind of job,”
she said. “In the beginning, I thought
I wouldn’t be able to. I know that
through the help I’m getting here, I can
do it.”

“Gaylord is providing us hope,”
said Chip. “With the help of the
team at Gaylord, Neusa can see it all
happening: from
getting stronger
to standing to
becoming, in
a new way, an
independent
person again.“

Neusa Uberti (top photo) working
with Rob Anderson, ORT/L.
Physical Therapist Sue Goldstein
(middle photo) working with
Neusa Uberti while she uses the
standing frame. Neusa Uberti
(left photo) with her husband
Chip Chamberlain.

A Trip of a Lifetime CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
on first learning how to stand.” The first few steps
she took in Gaylord’s ZeroG® (a ceiling-mounted
robotic body-weight support system), she said,
were nothing short of exhilarating.
“Gaylord has been such a great place,” she said.
“I call it ‘Camp Gaylord.’ I didn’t want to leave;
I made such wonderful friends and it was hard
to come to terms that my time was over. But I’m
feeling empowered and ready to get back to my
regular life.”
Sonia Bonsu learning to transfer from
her bed with Tinamarie Ufferfilge, RN
(left photo) and practicing walking in
the ZeroG (right photo).
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Back to Baseline: Young

Stroke Program

Kevin Garrity may be at retirement
age, but the career-long executive and
entrepreneur is determined to not let
anything prevent him from running
his booming business — not even a
massive stroke.
The father of five daughters is the
inventor and CEO of SqueezePod,
a line of natural, single-use toiletries
sold nationally. He’s also a soughtafter motivational speaker who takes
tremendous pride in sharing lessons
about overcoming challenges with
college business students throughout
New England. But nothing could have
prepared the Madison resident to face
the biggest challenge that was yet to
come.
Thief in the Night
Last September, Kevin suffered a
massive stroke in his sleep. The avid
runner and skier suddenly found himself
unable to move his arm or leg and
incapable of swallowing food or liquids.
An eloquent public speaker, he also
faced significant memory impairments
and garbled speech.
When Kevin arrived at Gaylord, he
told his medical team that he wanted
nothing more than to accomplish three
specific goals. “Even though I was in
pretty rough shape,” he said, “I wanted
to return to full-time work, resume
motivational speaking, and be physically
active again.” After careful evaluation,
Gaylord physiatrist Alyse Sicklick, MD
deemed Kevin an excellent candidate
for Gaylord’s Young Stroke Program.
Intensive, Fast-paced Rehab
Dr. Sicklick explained that the program’s
name can be “quite deceiving” as
qualification depends more on a
patient’s baseline health and activity
level before their stroke rather than
their age. She added that last year’s
participants spanned a wide age range,
from 17 to 81 years old.
“Our goal is to optimize the function
of patients who were very active prior
to their stroke, most notably those who
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“Gaylord gave me the
tools to get where I
wanted to be. ”
Kevin Garrity

needed to restore proper swallowing,
improve his memory, and increase the
speed and clarity of his speech.
Kevin Garrity testing out the ZeroG Gait
and Balance System with Jaclyn Skirkanich,
PTA (left) and Alexandra Waller, MS, OTR/L
(right).

were employed, or who were students
or primary caregivers at the time. We
focus on improving the specific skills
they need for the best chances of a
successful return to those roles.”
Tailored to Patients
When working with students, she noted,
therapists may focus on using adaptive
techniques or equipment to help them
take notes and exams. Those working
with a primary caregiver for a young
child, on the other hand, may focus on
improving activities related to picking
up, feeding, or diapering a baby, or
transferring a child to a car seat.

Kevin also embarked on a vigorous
regimen of physical and aquatic therapy
that significantly improved his core
strength and coordination. On his last
day at Gaylord, Kevin was even able to
jog once again in the hospital’s ZeroG®
Gait and Balance System with his
physical therapist, Jackie, by his side.
Goals Fulfilled
Fewer than four months after his stroke,
Kevin has returned to the helm of his
business on a full-time basis and looks
forward to returning to the speaking
circuit to share the story of overcoming
his ultimate challenge. “Gaylord gave
me the tools to get where I wanted
to be,” he said. “They truly make the
impossible possible.”

Throughout his three-and-a-halfweek-long stay at Gaylord, Kevin was
immersed in an intense, customized
plan to get him back to work and return
to the speaking circuit.
In occupational therapy, considerable
emphasis was placed on improving his
arm strength to prepare him to return to
driving and typing. And as a CEO who
“spent much of the day signing checks,”
Kevin and his therapist, Lexi, worked
daily on improving his signature.
Janine, his speech-language
pathologist, provided Kevin with the
tools, exercises, and strategies he

Heads up! Kevin Garrity working on
balance exercises as part of his recovery
with Jaclyn Skirkanich, PTA (back) and
Alexandra Waller, MS, OTR/L (front).
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Arresting Again
After the initial attempt to get him
off the ventilator failed, Anthony was
immediately intubated again. It was
clear that he would need to use the
ventilator for an extended time, which
meant a tracheostomy. But he was
so ventilator-dependent that no one
wanted to risk doing the surgery.
One night, to help move some of the
fluid in his lungs, Anthony was placed on
his side to sleep. When he was turned
onto his back later that evening, he
again went into cardiopulmonary arrest.
“After coding the second time, I felt
utterly defeated,” he said.
Paralyzed and unable to speak, Anthony
was in a very dark place. “I just wanted
to die. I asked my family just to let me
go. Today, I understand that better. I was
totally dependent on other people. It
was devastating,” he said. “The support
of my family was amazing. I was afraid
of being alone, especially after coding,
and they stayed with me the whole
time.” Finally, Anthony’s dependence on
the ventilator was reduced enough to
perform the tracheostomy, and several
rounds of intravenous immunoglobulin,
known as IVIG treatments, helped
replace the harmful antibodies that
flooded his body.
Recovery at Gaylord
Anthony had been hospitalized for
about a month and a half and was still
on the ventilator when discussions
began about his next step in care.
“My mom took a tour of Gaylord,
and she loved it,” he explained. “She
told me that she liked the facility and
the programs and that she liked the
plan they had in place for me.” His
family being able to stay with him also
influenced his decision to come to
Gaylord.
“I immediately loved the place when
I got here,” he said. “The room was
great, and I had a view from my
window. I felt comfortable.” Anthony
met pulmonologist Brett Gerstenhaber,
MD, and the respiratory team. “The
respiratory therapists were pivotal to my

stay here. I joke and say that all three of
them, Jarret, Melissa, and Ryan, saved
my life on different occasions.”
One of Anthony’s most significant
lessons from this experience has been
learning to trust. “I don’t trust people
easily,” he said. “But the nurses at
Yale helped me begin to trust, and
then when I was at Gaylord, working
with Melissa was key. I was so afraid of
suffocating again as I tried to wean off
the ventilator,” he said. “But she assured
me that we would go at my pace. It
gave me a sense of control that I hadn’t
had before. The first time I did a twohour wean, she sat with me the entire
time.”
Afraid to Sleep
But Anthony hit
another roadblock
during his first 24hour wean. The two
resuscitation events
loomed large, and he
was fearful of falling
asleep, thinking that
he might forget to
breathe. His solution
was to remain awake
for four days straight.
When medications
to reduce his stress
and anxiety proved
unsuccessful, Dr.
Gerstenhaber put him
back on the vent at
night until he could successfully wean for
24 hours and sleep.
Once weaned from the ventilator,
Anthony’s speech therapist Rachel
helped him to regain his ability to
swallow and eat. He’d lost more than 40
pounds during his ordeal, and watching
food advertisements on TV while
intubated had felt like torture.
With his paralysis receding, Anthony’s
physical, occupational, and speech
therapy teams worked in tandem
with his respiratory team to get him
moving again. He was amazed by the
encouragement of staff and patients in
the inpatient gym. “People I didn’t even
know said they were praying for me,”

Anthony Archer with
Caitlin Boland, PT,
DPT, NCS, CBIS,
(top photo) and
Jarret Assael, RT,
EMT-P (left photo).

he said. “I met so many people who had
faith in me when I didn’t have faith in
myself. My perspective changed, and I
was happy to be alive.”
Giving Back
Anthony said his experience was
transforming. “Some things deep inside
have changed. I want to come alongside
others going through the struggles I
faced. I know how it feels to be trapped
in your body, afraid that things might not
get better. But I am here to tell others
— it can and will get better!” Just three
weeks after being fully weaned from the
ventilator, Anthony walked out of Gaylord
unassisted and ready to focus on his next
steps in recovery.
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Katie Joly: Gaylord’s

“Healthcare Hero”

Last December, the Hartford Business Journal
confirmed what hundreds of adaptive athletes
have known all along: Katie Joly, Gaylord Sports
Association program manager, is truly a “Healthcare
Hero.” Katie was one of eight healthcare
professionals honored with the prestigious title
for her commitment to ensuring that everyone,
regardless of their ability, has the opportunity to
enjoy sports and recreational activities.
“Katie gives our athletes a life worth living,” said Karen Smith, team
manager of the Gaylord Wolfpack Sled Hockey Team and former goalie
for both the Wolfpack and the U.S. Women’s Sled Hockey Team. “She
shows people with severe injuries that they can still find
fun in life. Whether they simply seek joy on the water
waiting to snag ‘the big one,’ or want a high level of
competition that can take them to a gold medal, she’s
provided the means to do it all.”

“Katie gives our athletes a life
worth living.”

Karen Smith
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History
The Gaylord Sports Association has been providing adaptive
sports and recreation programs to adults with physical
disabilities in Connecticut for 25 years. The program was
formally established in 1995, becoming a chapter member of
Disabled Sports USA. Since then, it has grown from offering
20 clinics a year and a few different sports, to offering 15
different sports and more than 200 opportunities per year,
including clinics, classes, club outings, special events and team
practices.
The program now serves more than 250 individuals each
year, and has served more than 700 people over the past five
years. The Sports Association is organized and run by two
full-time and two part-time staff, along with the support of 15
coaches and instructors and 150 volunteers. Sports Association
programs are made possible through philanthropy with
funding coming from fundraising events in addition to personal
donations, grants, and corporate sponsorships.

